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1. This question is on local search.

(a) Consider the following search problem:

• the set of states S = {s0, s1, s2, s3, s4}
• successors of s0 are {s0, s1, s2}
• successors of s1 are {s1, s0, s3}
• successors of s2 are {s2, s0, s4}
• successors of s3 are {s1, s3}
• successors of s4 are {s2, s4}
• objective function V alue is as follows: V alue(s0) = 0, V alue(s1) = 2, V alue(s2) =

1, V alue(s3) = 3, V alue(s4) = 4.

Trace hill climbing search starting in state s0 (indicate which state is considered at
each iteration, and which solution is returned when the search terminates). Does
it return the optimal solution? (5 marks)

(b) Explain the problem of local maxima and give an example of a local maximum.
(3 marks)

(c) Trace k-beam search for the problem in question 1(a) with k = 2. Assume that the
initial set of states is {s0, s2}. (4 marks)

(d) Explain how simulated annealing search improves on hill climbing search with
respect to the problem of local maxima. In particular, explain how the successor of
a given state is chosen. Explain the role of the ‘temperature’ parameter in simulated
annealing. Give the formula for the probability of a non-improving successor being
chosen. (7 marks)

(e) A genetic algorithm is to be used to evolve a binary string of length n (for some
even number n) where the sum of bits is n/2. The initial population is a randomly
generated set of binary strings of length n.

i. Give a suitable fitness function for this problem. (3 marks)
ii. Will the offspring of parents with a high fitness value generally also have a

high fitness value, given your fitness function? Explain your answer. (3 marks)
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2. This question is on SAT and search.

(a) Show how to encode the following search problem in propositional logic. (7 marks)

A Computer Science department can offer the following first year modules:
G51JAV, G51CPP, G51ARC, G51HAR, G51MAT. The department needs
to decide which modules to make compulsory for a new degree course.
The constraints on the set of compulsory modules are that there should
be at least one programming module, at least one module on computer
architecture, at least on module on mathematics, and there should be no
more than one module on each topic. In addition, G51CPP and G51ARC
are designed to be given together, so it does not make sense to include
one without the other. G51JAV and G51CPP are programming modules,
G51ARC, G51HAR are on computer architecture, and G51MAT is on
mathematics.

Hint: use propositional symbol J for ‘include G51JAV’, C for G51CPP, A for
G51ARC, H for G51HAR, M for G51MAT.

(b) Rewrite the constraints from part (a) in clausal form. (8 marks)

(c) Trace the SAT solving algorithm DPLL on the set of clauses from part (b). For
each recursive call, state pure symbols and unit clauses. State the solution returned
(and explain which selection of modules it corresponds to).
Assume the order of symbols: J, C,H, A,M . (10 marks)
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3. This question is on search with non-deterministic actions and partial observability.

Consider an agent which is trying to find an exit from this ‘labyrinth’:

North
____________________________________________
| |
| room1 room2 room3 room4 |

West | | East
| |
| room5 room6 room7 room8 =
|__________________________________________|

South

The physical states for this problem are room1, . . . , room8 (meaning: the agent is in
room1, . . . , in room8). The agent cannot see where it is, but it can feel the walls. Its
percepts are subsets of {WN, WW, WE, WS, Ex} which stand for ‘Wall to the North’,
‘Wall to the West’, ‘Wall to the East’, ‘Wall to the South’, and ‘Exit’.

Percept(room1) = {WN, WW}
Percept(room2) = Percept(room3) = {WN}
Percept(room4) = {WN, WE}
Percept(room5) = {WS, WW}
Percept(room6) = Percept(room7) = {WS}
Percept(room8) = {WS, WE, Ex}.

The actions available to the agent are moving North, West, East and South. The actions
of moving North and South are deterministic and move the agent one room to the North
or one room to the South if there exists such a room, otherwise leave the agent where
it is. The actions of moving West and East are non-deterministic: they move the agent
to some room to the West or to the East, not necessarily to the next one.

Results(roomi, North) = {roomi} for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
Results(roomi, North) = {roomi−4} for i ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}
Results(roomi, South) = {roomi+4} for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
Results(roomi, South) = {roomi} for i ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8}
Results(roomi, West) = {roomi} for i ∈ {1, 5}
Results(roomi, West) = {roomi−1 for i ∈ {2, 6}
Results(roomi, West) = {roomi−1, roomi−2} for i ∈ {3, 7}
Results(roomi, West) = {roomi−1, roomi−2, roomi−3} for i ∈ {4, 8}
Results(roomi, East) = {roomi} for i ∈ {4, 8}
Results(roomi, East) = {roomi+1 for i ∈ {3, 7}
Results(roomi, East) = {roomi+1, roomi+2} for i ∈ {2, 6}
Results(roomi, East) = {roomi+1, roomi+2, roomi+3} for i ∈ {1, 5}
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(a) The agent starts in total ignorance of where it is. Define its initial belief state b0

(list the physical states it considers possible in b0). (2 marks)

(b) The agent receives a percept o1 = {WN}. Define its updated belief state b1 =
Update(b0, o1). (2 marks)

(c) Define Results(b1, East). (6 marks)

(d) Draw a solution subtree of the AND-OR search tree for this problem, starting in
belief state b1 from part (b), with the goal to be in room8. (15 marks)
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4. This question is on planning in general and on goal stack planning.

(a) Define the following planning problem in Planning Domain Description language
(specify predicates, objects, initial state, goal specification, action schemas). (10 marks)

There are two locations, L1 and L2, and two containers, A and B, and a
fork-lift truck. If the truck is in the same location as a container and the
truck is empty, then the truck can pick up the container; as a result of
this action, the container is on the truck and the truck is no longer empty.
If the truck is in location x, it can drive to location y; as a result of this
action, the truck is in location y. If the truck has a container on it, and
is in location x, then it can unload and the effect of the action is that the
container is in location x and the truck is empty. In the initial state, both
containers and the truck are in L1 and the truck is empty. The goal is to
have container B in L2.

(b) Trace the goal stack planning algorithm for this problem. At each step, show what
the stack contains, what is the current plan, and the state of the knowledge base
if it changes. (15 marks)
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5. This question is on partial order planning.

(a) Explain how partial order planning works (in English or pseudocode). Your an-
swer should mention the notions of open conditions, causal links, clobberers, and
temporal constraints. (10 marks)

(b) Consider the following planning problem. It involves the agent leaving the house
and locking the door. The predicates are: Locked (meaning, the door is locked)
and Out (meaning, the agent is outside). The actions are:

Lock:
Precond: Out
Effect: Locked

Leave:
Precond: ¬Out ∧ ¬Locked
Effect: Out

The initial state is {} (none of the predicates is true). The goal is Out ∧ Locked.
Solve this problem using partial order planning; trace the search from the initial
empty plan to a complete solution, explaining each step. (15 marks)
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6. This question is on HTN planning.

Consider a blocks world which consists of a Table and 3 blocks A, B, and C. The
predicates are On where On(x, y) means that x is on y, Clear, where Clear(x) means
that there is nothing on top of x. The actions are:

Move(b, x, y):
Precond: On(b, x) ∧ Clear(b) ∧ Clear(y)
Effect: On(b, y) ∧ Clear(x) ∧ ¬On(b, x) ∧ ¬Clear(y)

Movetotable(b, x):
Precond: On(b, x) ∧ Clear(b)
Effect: On(b, Table) ∧ Clear(x) ∧ ¬On(b, x)

(a) Add an abstract action Tower which corresponds to building a tower of 3 blocks
(A on top of B, B on top of C, C on the Table), and one refinement for it with the
precondition (5 marks)

Clear(A) ∧ Clear(B) ∧ Clear(C) ∧On(A, Table) ∧On(B, Table) ∧On(C, Table)

(b) Add an abstract action Prepare(x) which results in the block x being clear and on
the table. Write all possible refinements for it (for each possible precondition case:
when x is clear, when there is one block on top of x, when there are two blocks on
top of x . . . ) (10 marks)

(c) Trace hierarchical search algorithm on the following example: the planning domain
is as given above plus your refinements for Tower and Prepare(x). In the initial
state, On(A, Table) ∧ Clear(A) ∧On(B, Table) ∧On(C, B) ∧ Clear(C). The goal
is to have a tower On(C, Table) ∧ On(B, C) ∧ On(A, B). Assume that the only
refinement of Act is [Prepare(A), P repare(B), P repare(C), T ower]. Your answer
should mention what is in the frontier at each step, what plan is expanded, what
is the first abstract action in that plan, and how the content of the frontier for the
next step is calculated. (10 marks)
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